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Queer Sites and Sounds

We live in an age of rapid advancements in digital and new media technologies, an age where a tweet from Lady Gaga can be read simultaneously by millions of followers across the world. These advances in technology, especially new media and digital technologies that rely both on textual and graphic user interfaces (GUIs), have opened up new opportunities for creative expression and sociality. The Internet, which is seemingly boundless in its sublime scope and its spatial dimensions, is irrevocably replete with social and communal boundaries: cohers normative modes of community, while others de-center or unsettle real-time or real-world social relations and expectations. Even at its most avant-garde, the virtual is never detached from the offline world and vice versa. Queer Sites and Sounds starts with the premise that, as José Muñoz writes, “queerness” allows us to question or even feel that, in this globalized digital and new media present, something is amis ... something just doesn’t feel right, but that’s alright.

Feeling disoriented because of the hyper-exchange of information, through the crowdsourced Wikipedia platform, for example, or billions of images on Instagram, offers us a unique set of data points from which to analyze what I call new media and digital normativity, ways of being that cohere or center normative modes of society. Conversely, the breadth of information allows users an opportunity to feel the queerness of the Internet, to consume content that stands counter to the centering impulses of virtual and offline realities. The microblogging platform Tumblr, for example, has become a new media space that inspires queer curator to generate creative alternative or nonnormative narratives that reveal their awareness of the centering impulses of the social, as well as their own curated rebelt. Tumblr users may reblog content ad nauseam, creating a queer new media universe or queer sociality just on this one Internet platform as reblogging perpetuates sameness of content over and over across the platform.

Queer Sites and Sounds is thus a timely exhibition in that Filipino queer digital and new media cultures continue to be an understudied field, despite the saturation of digital and new media technologies within the Philippines and throughout the diaspora. Though there have been Filipino Internet ethnographies prior to Web 2.0 by Emily Ignacio as well as seminal studies and throughout the diaspora. Though there have been Filipino Internet studies of Filipino queer digital and new media practices overlap other queer communities of color? How do we study these queer diasporic digital entanglements? How might we deploy queer as an analytic frame to discuss the forms which content takes—forms that go beyond the expected, that make us scratch our heads, that leave us feeling unsettled or that something is indeed amis?

Premiering January-March 2014 on the website of the Center for Art and Thought (CA+T), Queer Sites and Sounds featured digital artwork, video, audio recordings, scholarship, and writing that queried the ways that we think of queer as both an embodied identification practice and as a relation to narrative and digital forms and digital literacies. I conceptualized queer breadth to include non-heteronormative genders and sexualities in both Filipino and Western contexts (e.g., bakla, tomboy, LGBTIQ), as well as in the context of performativity, form, and aesthetics (e.g., kitsch, camp, affect, abstraction, and repetition). The works in the show, I maintain, challenge and exceed how Filipino bodies, affects, and processes are conventionally understood and how they are indeed entangled with other queer bodies and practices virtually and offline.

A serendipitous screening of The Amazing Truth About Queen Raquela (2008), directed by Olaf de Fleur Johannesson and which I saw while traveling in Amsterdam in 2011, anticipates many of the themes explored in Queer Sites and Sounds. Centered on a transgender Filipina who dreams of leaving the islands, the film reveals how queerly entangled Filipino bodies are with other queer global communities on- and offline. Raquela earns money for her ticket out through chat rooms and webcamming. In the islands she is part of a larger transgender community, yet while online she is reduced to a particular type of queer body by the Westemers who pay to watch her perform. The film served as an inspiration for Queer Sites and Sounds, as I questioned the way that reductive responses—those that remain grounded on conventional notions of gender and sexuality? How might we think of the ontologies of Queer Sites and Sounds—what the snugly of captions just NSCoder just from it. Kiam Marcelo Junio’s performance as their alter ego Jerry Blossom captures how the disjuncture between gender expectations and karaoke performance works together to critique legacies of American empire and popular culture. Queer Filipino bodies take on epitaphic and affective registers in Eliza Barrios’ video projection installation, Threshold and Kat Larson’s The Katherines, as each work tackles queer affect through performance and doubling. Finally, being Filipino queer bodies without humor? Miguel Libarnes’ Mascara stands as a metaphor for the resilience of Filipino bodies despite the constraints they confront, even if these constraints take on the form of relentless waves of water.

I had the wonderful opportunity to work with the poet and performer Ronald Wilson, CA+T’s second artist in residence. Over the course of two months, Wilson created eight experimental video pieces that layer his spoken word recitations, sounds that he created using Apple’s GarageBand, and original film footage that Wilson shot. Edited together using iMovie, the resulting panoply of colorful tided videos unsettle through quick breaks in editing, repetition, and song; the subtitles are asynchronous to the spoken words, further disorienting the linearly expected film. Sights and sounds in Wilson’s videos draw viewers in while simultaneously undermining their ideas of what poetry is and can be in this new media and digital moment. In several of the videos, Wilson uses masking to transform his body into a gendered “other” who embodies a critique of homo- and heteronormativity. I am particularly excited to include all of Ronald Wilson’s videos for Queer Sites and Sounds as well as his improvised poetry sound recordings. The latter are grouped in triptychs—or in three poems—and were produced spontaneously in various settings. Wilson used no script, just the flow of words from mouth to mouth with the everyday sounds of each setting serving as the recordings’ backdrop.

Queerness is that thing that lets us feel that this world is not enough, that indeed something is missing.

José Muñoz, Cruising Utopia (NYU Press, 2009)

The works in Queer Sites and Sounds reveal the amazing possibilities of today’s current digital and new media moment, and this exhibition showcases Filipino queer expressive practices that dare us to look, listen, and reflect.

Queer Sites and Sounds features work by Eliza Barrios, Kiam Marcelo Junio, Kat Larson, Miguel Libarnes, Gina Ostahir, Jeffrey Augustine Songco, and Ronald Wilson.

Jan Christian Bernabe
Operations, New Media and Curatorial Director for the Center for Art and Thought
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